See the “Big Apple” through the world of theatre. As part of this course, the Honors College and the Auburn University Theatre Department are joining forces to give you a quintessential tour New York City. Attend four shows including Hadestown, Mean Girls, and Moulin Rouge. Visit the incomparable MOMA as well as the National September 11 Memorial & Museum. Take a behind-the-scenes tour of a theatre and enjoy the iconic NYC sites, shopping, and street food.

Charles (Chase) Bringardner will lead the trip and is an Associate Professor in the Department of Theatre who specializes in the study of popular entertainments such as medicine shows and musical theatre, regional identity construction, and intersections of race, gender, and class in popular performance forms. His current book length project details the socio-cultural history of the Fabulous Fox Theatre in Atlanta.

For info contact: Ken Thomas | kdt0011@auburn.edu